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This is the most concealable OWB holster ever made. Period.

ADJUSTABLE RETENTION
Achieve the perfect drag to your draw.

COOLVENT
TM
 NEOPRENE 

This perforated material allows for airflow, 
keeping you cool and comfortable all day.



To carry OWB Slide, you will need to utilize the half shell configuration. If you 
purchased the complete ShapeShift™ OWB Slide Holster, your shell will be 
pre-assembled in this configuration. 

If you purchased the OWB Slide Carry Expansion pack, you will need to 
shift your separately sold Shift Shell into the half shell configuration using 
the steps below.

Untwist the twist locks from the top and bottom of 
your Shift Shell, then slide the two shells apart.   

Select the Shift Shell that includes the pre-installed 
Adjustable Retention Unit. Slide the belt slide adapter 
with the pre-assembled trigger guard onto this half 
shell using the two interlocking rails. 

Secure the trigger guard with a twist lock on the 
bottom of the trigger guard area. To complete your 
holster, please proceed to the next page. 
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Half Shell Configuration

Caution: 
Take care not to pinch your skin while sliding the shell.

OWB SLIDE

Configure Your Shift Shell

For a list of part names, please refer to the back of this user guide. 



OWB Slide Holster Assembly

Press the half Shift Shell onto the holster 
connector located on the AIWB-OWB Holster Base.

To secure the shell, slide the belt slide lock over 
the holster connector.

Add one twist lock to the outside of the holster 
connector and rotate clockwise to lock it in place.

Customize the retention on your Adjustable 
Retention Unit by twisting the wheel with 
a spare twist lock. Test your retention by wearing 
your holster before making final adjustments.
Refer to “Retention Tips” on the following page. 
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Attach the Shift Shell onto the base.

Secure the Shift Shell.

Lock it up!

Customize your retention!

OWB SLIDE

This carry position requires the half shell
configuration, including the belt slide adapter 
with the pre-assembled trigger guard. Please 
refer to the previous page for more info. 



2 Be sure to practice drawing 
your firearm while wearing 
your holster just as you 
would in a real-life scenario.

1 Many factors can affect
your holster’s retention:
▪draw angle
▪firearm model
▪carry position

3 Pay attention to the twist of 
your wrist as your draw your 
firearm as this will greatly 
affect the performance of 
your retention settings.

Customize Your ShapeShift’s Retention

To Detach your Adjustable Retention Unit, untwist the 
twist locks from the top and bottom of your Shift Shell, 
then slide the two shells apart. Next, unscrew the 1/2” 
flat head screw from the Shift Shell using the Allen 
Key provided.  

Your Adjustable Retention Unit
Your Adjustable Retention Unit can be tightened by 
turning the wheel with a twist lock. Spin clockwise to 
increase your retention. 

If you purchased the complete ShapeShift™ OWB Slide Holster, your Shift Shell is equipped with an 
Adjustable Retention Unit. Learn how to customize your retention level using the steps below. 

Retention Tips



How to Wear Your OWB Slide Holster

To begin, you’ll want a sturdy belt. With your belt 
unbuckled, move the slide attachment along your 
belt to the position of your preference.

Finish by threading the belt through your belt
loops, pull it snug, then fasten your buckle.
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OWB SLIDE



Note: Parts shown are not to scale.

Twist Lock

Belt Slide Adapter Holster Connector

Belt Slide Lock

OWB Slide Holster Assembly Kit

Large Gun Spacer 
(depending on gun)

Flat Head Screw 
8-32 1/2”

Button Head Screw 
8-32X1/2”

8-32 Narrow Hex NutAllen Key

x1 with Expansion Pack

x1 with Expansion Pack

x1 with Expansion Pack

x1

x3

x1

x1

x2

x3

x3

x2

x1

AIWB-OWB Holster Base
Shift Shell

Complete Holster Parts
(Not included in Expansion Pack)

Trigger Guard

Adjustable Retention Unit

x1 x1

x1

x1
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If you’re looking for quality tactical gear, visit our website.

https://www.recreationid.com/alien-gear-holsters/
https://www.recreationid.com/tactical-gear.html



